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Saturday AM - PM. Sunday Closed. Saturday Closed. Found the Jeep on your website, sent a
quote, quote was accepted within an hour. I scheduled a time and day to see the jeep and test
drive. I had to cancel due to snowstorm rescheduled for the next day. Jeep and Michael Jenks
waiting when my husband and I arrived. Service was excellent!!!! Rodney Matthew able to get
the rate I needed to seal the deal!!!! The easiest and most pleasant purchase of a vehicle that
both my husband and I had ever had. We will be recommending your dealership to family and
friends. It was worth the drive. I love my jeep!!!!! Thank you, Deanna Danie. My Wife and I have
bought 2 new vehicles from Rodney Matthews. When we are ready for a new vehicle we will be
back to see him. Rodney was very helpful in getting exactly what we wanted in options on both
vehicles. He has gone above and beyond just being a salesman, he has always been about our
best interest. I recently bought a Jeep Wrangler from Bonneville. Unfortunately there was a
small scratch on the fender. Rather than trying to gloss over it, my salesman Dan Reitz offered
to order a brand new one. There was some mis-communication between the sales and service
departments, which did result in some frustration on my part. However, they were very receptive
to my concerns and straightened it out as soon as they could. Overall I would say this
dealership shows alot of respect and courtesy for their customers, and Dan Reitz in particular
was great. The vehicle itself is fantastic and I will most likely own a Jeep until I'm too old to
drive. What an extremely wonderful experience! I have dealt with many dealerships and felt
annoyed and frustrated! Working with Gloria Prosper at Bonneville and sons was actually
exciting and fun! The entire staff worked their magic to ensure we were treated in the most
respectable way NOT pushy at all! We were completely amazed with the high quality of service
that we received at Bonneville and Sons in Manchester! We are thinking of buying another car
for our teenagers only a few days after our purchase. We just feel that the staff is honest and
truly wants to help meet our needs. Gloria Prosper has such a great personality and a
welcoming way about her. I give Gloria and this dealership the highest rating possible! Kristen
Heald. We have always had very positive experiences at Bonneville; whether for sales or service
and my most recent visit was no exception! Thank you Mike for great customer service from
beginning to end! We will continue to buy and service our vehicles at Bonneville! This is our
second purchase through Joe at Bonneville. During our first visit we were impressed with his
no pressure approach to helping us meet our needs and respecting our concerns. Our second
Purchase follwed a visit to a different dealership. We planned to return to Joe, but did not see
the vehicle we wanted so we went to another dealership. After feeling like we were not listened
too and at times mocked for our thoughts and concerns we decided to return to Bonneville and
see if they had anything that would fit our needs. We were greated like family. We ended up
purchasing a more expensive vehicle because Joe and the other members of the Bonneville
team were able to meet our financial needs. The team took into consideration all of our needs
and were able to complete the paperwork in time for us to get home for the game! My son
needed a used car so I called Tom Beaudin. Tom is very responsive, courteous, and caring. The
very next day he called backed with a couple of options, so we made an appointment. My son
and I met with Tom and enjoyed the experience. We did purchase th used Kia and my son is
very happy. This was the 3rd car that I have purchased in the past 5 months and I plan on
calling Tom in the future. Thank you Tom Beaudin, Joe Couture Very friendly, professional
dealership, helped me and my friend get a car that was in our price range and was in proper
condition. I would recommend this dealership to anybody that needs a new or used car. I'm very
happy with the service i got from there. Tim Hogan was very helpful in making my decision. I
didn't feel pressured at all. He was polite,friendly, humorous,and knowledgeable. He also
treated my son and his questions in a professional manner. Tim was patient with my many
questions as well. This experience was pleasurable and easy. It was nice to be taken through
the service department as well and I look forward to coming to Boneville for my future car
needs. I am pleased to have a new KIA Forte and will be back for my next one in years! And
thanks to Ned for going the extra mile with DCU to get me financing and a great interest rate I
did not expect. My son loved the ski passes!! What a way to start the New Year! Thanks Tim and
Ned! I found Bonneville on the internet and live 40 miles away from the dealership. I never
thought I would purchase a car that far away, as I could find something around my area. I
decided to take a ride and found them to be very pleasant and willing to please and after talking
to Rodney and mister B, I trusted them completley and found myself buying a jeep in very good
used condition. They are very trustworthy and that made me very comfortable and willing to
complete the deal. I would definitly go back and buy another car there as I was impressed with
the no pressure attitude and overal friedly atmosphere. John D Massachusetts. Reason for
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Saturday Closed. Thank you to Rick Goulette for an unbelievable buying experience. I went in
with an idea of what I wanted, but after Rick took the time to ask the right questions and truly
listen, he got me into a vehicle that was Perfect for me and my family. After some great rebates,
he was able to fit my new truck into my budget. I will be going back to Rick for our next
purchase guaranteed!! Walked into the dealership with a desired vehicle and walked out very
happy with our purchase and the service. Will recommend to friends and family. Matt was
outstanding. He was straight forward, realistic, and worked fast. I made a lease deal in less than
30 minutes at a price I wanted to pay, and spent less than 30 minutes to do the paperwork when
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